Summary.

In this thesis there is treated legal institute solidary obligation relationship. It is one of that legal institutes which are not in the limelight of as many specialized works as they should be for their frequency of their use in practice.

Although it could seem at first sight that the solidary obligation relationship is formed enough that there cannot arise any faintnesses there, but the opposite is true. There is not a one united theoretical view of solidary obligation relationship; the solidary obligation relationship can be understand as a one obligation relationship by the first view called theory of unity, but it can be understand as more obligation relationships which exist between creditor and every solidary debtors (in case of passive pluralism) or between debtor and every solidary creditor (in case of active pluralism) by the other view called theory of plurality. The most of specialized literature which take heed of solidary obligation relationship and which were written in recent time understand the solidary obligation relationship in accordance with the theory of plurality. This thesis in opposite to that specialized works understands solidary obligation relationship as a one obligation relationship in accordance with the theory of unity which is preffered in practice although it is neglected by the legal theory.

This thesis is divided into two books. The first book adress the solidary obligation relationship as the institute of substantive law. Because of its scale it is subdivided into general part which goes into details about theoretical issues as the definition of solidary obligation relationship and its place in a legal order or characteristic features of solidary obligation relationship and special part which takes heed of formation, alteration and discharge of solidary obligation relationships as well as limitation of solidary obligation relationship and its security, so the special part takes heed of all possible moments which can happen to the solidary obligation relationship by its legal being, in other words. The second book is then focused on related and circumstancial issues from procedural law, e. g. joinder of parties in proceeding or intervention in a proceeding.